
CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1 Implementation

Programming  languages  are  many  facilities  offered.  Facilities  that

facilitate the making of a program called a library. Library in php there are many

types. Library to process image-based php program provides. Library GD is one

of the libraries offered by php to process images.

5.2 Implementation

1. Implementation Histogram 

In image processing histogram, the process for displaying graphs in php

using the phpgraphlib library. Phpgraphlib has the advantage of minimizing the

array used to store pixel value data.

In the second line of the phpgraphlib library to display the graph in php.

The phpgraphlib library.  Then code imagecreatefromjpeg from GD library that

serves to read jpeg image format and inserted in variable. Then getimagesize the

function used to take the size on the image.
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Illustration 5.1: Get  image 
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Illustration 5.3: Read the image values (Green)

Illustration 5.2: Read the image values (Red)

Illustration 5.4: Read the image values (Blue)
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In the above code can be seen repetition on for because the image has x

and y coordinates. Coordinates that show the location of the pixel color in the

picture. Funsi imagecolorat is part of the GD library. A useful function for reading

color values in coordinates. The color values are included in the array.

The above code serves  to  provide a  graph that  will  be included in the

image value data. On the 26th line create a graphic size that is with a length of

10000 and a width of 1000. On the 27th line of an array that has saved the image

value entered in the graph so that it can appear graph. On line 28 raises the title on

the graph. The 29th row makes the graphic color red. And in the last line create a

graph so it can be displayed.

Illustration 5.5: Create graph (Red)

Illustration 5.6: Create graph (Green)

Illustration 5.7: Create graph (Blue)
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2. Implementation Invert

The above code is useful for reading images and also provides arrays for

storing color values. Code imagecreatefromjpeg is useful for reading image and

getimagesize function to take picture size.

Illustration 5.8: Get image and create arrays
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The previously created array is used to store the pixel values read in each

index. With the code imagecolorat takes the pixel value of each index.

After the pixel value in the two images taken inserted into the process of

addition  between  pixel  values.  Then  the  value  of  the  summation  goes  to  the

grayscale process. And compared if the value is less than the middle value (128)

then the gray value is 0 and if it is larger then the gray value is 255.

Illustration 5.9: Get the image values (image 1 and image 2)

Illustration 5.10: The sum of pixel values and black and white color process
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The process of adding the pixel value of the first image and the second

image without going through the grayscale process which later results from the

new frame get the color image. And compared if the value is less than the middle

value (128) then the color value is 0 and if it is larger then the color value is 255.

Illustration 5.11: Summing value without converting to grayscale
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 The process of reducing the value of two images. The comparison process

on rows 55 to 78 serves to avoid the value of new pixels that are negative.

 After the new pixel value results from the grayscale process. Creating a

new frame with code imagecreatetruecolor then filled the new pixel value with

code imagecolorallocate. And set the new pixel value of each index with the code

imagesetpixel. Lines 74 and 75 are useful for displaying images in jpeg format.

Illustration 5.13: create new image, insert new pixel, and output new image 

Illustration 5.12: Value reduction without converting to grayscale
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3. Implementation Cropping Image size

The above process takes the value of the inputted number is useful to be

the size of the image that there is a new diframe. Take pictures of jpeg format as

well as size. Provides an array that will be used for the next process.

 Takes the value of the picture, the value taken in red, green, and blue.

Illustration 5.14: Get image and create arrays

Illustration 5.15: Read the image values
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The process of creating a new frame with the pixel value already included

in the array. And the image shown with the value of each index is the pixel color

value.

4. Implementation Cropping Image shape

Provides the main image for form equations. The form to be compared is a

box  shape.  Code  imagecreatefromjpeg  functions  to  take  pictures.  And

getimagesize to take the image size.

Illustration 5.17: Get image and create arrays

Illustration 5.16: Create new image and ouput new image
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 Takes the value of the picture, the value taken in red, green, and blue.

Illustration 5.18: Read the image values two image
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The  comparison if  the  color  value  in  the  main  image  is  less  than  the

middle value then the color value becomes 0 and if it is larger than the middle

value then the value becomes 255. After the color value is changed the summing

process is done with the  value of the input image.

Illustration 5.19: process sum 2 values image
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The comparison process if the sum is greater than 255 then the new value

is 0 and if it is smaller then the new value is the value of the input image.

The process of creating a new frame with the pixel value already included

in the array. And the image shown with the value of each index is the pixel color

value. With result of intersection with image of main shape. The result is square

and the color  value of the input image.

Illustration 5.20: Comparison one image with another

Illustration 5.21: Create new image and output new image
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5. Implementation Binary OR and AND

Take  a  picture  with  $  _POST.  Images  are  read  with  the  code

imagecreatefromjpeg and included in the variable.  To get  the image size used

getimagesize code. It also provides arrays for storing color values.

Illustration 5.22: get image and create arrays
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 Takes the value of the picture, the value taken in red, green, and blue.

Illustration 5.23: get pixel values
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Application of binary logic OR, where values are processed and generate

new values by comparison if the first image color value is not equal to the second

color color value then the new value is 255. and if the value of the two images is

255 then the new value is 255.

Illustration 5.24: OR process logic
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Application of AND binary logic, where values are processed and generate

new values by comparison if the first image color value is not equal to the second

color color value then the new value is 0. and if the value of the two images is 255

then the new value is 255. 

Illustration 5.25: AND logic process
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The process of creating a new frame with the pixel value already included

in the array. And the image shown with the value of each index is the pixel color

value.

6. Implementation Contrast

The process of reading the image as well as the size of the image. As well

as providing an array to store the image color process.

Illustration 5.26: create new image and output new image

Illustration 5.27: get image and create arrays
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Save the red, green, and blue pixel values. Once saved is processed the

value changes to gray. Search for max and min values of gray. Once it has been

obtained the required value is done by the formula value = (gray-value maximum)

/ (minimum value-maximum value) * 255. The result of the formula is rounded

with the code ceil.

Illustration 5.28: get image values and formula contrast
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The process of entering a new contrast value has changed. After the value

is entered on each index. Images are displayed with the difference in sharpness

and brightness of the images.

5.3 Testing

Results of observation of all image operators and histograms. The inserted

image as well as the image after it is processed. Each operator is given an example

of 5 images and 5 results after being processed.

1. Histogram Red graph

Insert 300x300 image. Each image produces a different red graph on each

input image. The result below shows the frequency of appearance of the color

value in the picture below. The colors read are red, green, and blue.

Image Red graph

Illustration 5.29: create new image and output new image
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2. Histogram Green graph

Image Green graph
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3.Histogram blue graph

Image Blue graph
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4. Histogram gray graph

On  a  gray  chart  include  a  50x50  size  image.  The  included  size  will

generate 2500 data. Because the size of the graph is sufficient to read more data.

The gray graphs know each index has different gray levels.

Image Gray graph
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5. Invert black and white

On the image below can be seen that merging two images will produce the

value 0 and 255. So the resulting image is white and black.

IMAGE 1 IMAGE 2 RESULT 
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6. Invert Addition

The result  of the merge without changing the value to black and white

results in the merging of the red, green, and blue values of the two images.

IMAGE 1 IMAGE 2 RESULT ADDITION
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7. Invert Reduction

On the reduction between 2 images produces the image as below. Image

size is 300x300. The colors in the picture are obtained through red, green and blue

reduction.

IMAGE 1 IMAGE 2 RESULT
REDUCTION
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8. cropping image size

The cutting process gets the result of the size entered, which aims to be the

size of the image. Can be seen the results of the process of cutting the image. In

the first image with size 300x300 cut to size 100x100. In the second image with

size 300x300 cut to size 200x200. In the third image with size 500x500 cut to size

300x300. In the fourth image with size 500x500 cut to size 400x400. In the fifth

gamabr with size 700x700 dipotng to size 500x500.

IMAGE RESULT CROPPING
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9. Crop Square

The result of the process of cutting the image in accordance with the shape

as  shown  below.  Where  the  second  image  becomes  the  main  image  as  the

determinant of the image. If the second image is box-shaped then the result will

be  a  box  with  a  black  frame.  If  the  second  image  is  a  circle  then  the  result

becomes a circle with a black frame. If the second image is triangular then the

result will be triangle with black frame.

IMAGE 1 IMAGE 2 RESULT SQUARE
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10. Crop Circle

IMAGE 1 IMAGE 2 RESULT CIRCLE
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11. Crop Triangle

IMAGE 1 IMAGE 2 RESULT TRIANGLE
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12. Binary OR

This operation combines two binary images by applying logic and carrier

on every two pixels to determine the resulting image pixel value. This means there

will  be  white  pixels  in  the  resulting  image,  if  there  are  white  pixels  on  both

images.

IMAGE 1 IMAGE 2 RESULT BINARY
OR
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13. Binary AND

This  operation  combines  two  binary  images  by  applying  a  logical  or

operator on every two pixels of them to determine the pixel values of the resulting

image. This means that there will be a pixel in the resulting image, or in both of

them.

IMAGE 1 IMAGE 2 RESULT BINARY
AND
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14. Contrast

In the results of the image below can be seen contrast stretch test results

with the formula. The result difference with contrast quality and also sharpness of

image.

IMAGE RESULT CONTRAST
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